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An

Independent
Student
Voice

Campus Safety head
discusses problems

Semester option
no longer open
to state colleges
By Rick Bensmsn
Staff Reporter
Bowling Green State University no
longer has the option to switch from
the quarter system to a semester
system in the near future according to
Provost Kenneth W Rothe
Dr Rothe. speaking to Faculty
Senate yesterday said Dr Dolph
Norton.Qhancellnr to the Ohio Board of
Regents, told the Inter -I niversity
Council a week ago Monday that he
would take a proposal allowing Miami
University to switch lo the semester
system to the Ohio Board of Regents to
be voted on last Friday
Dr Sheldon Halpern. professor of
English, said it was understood that
the Chancellor did take the proposal to
the Ohio Board of Regents with his
approval but at the meeting Friday,
the proposal was rejected
"THE CHANCELLOR apparently
killed the whole idea. Dr Rothe said,
but added that no one knows why it's
very frustrating to deal with people
under these circumstances, he added.
Dr Rothe told the Senate that he had
hoped to inform them that the Miami
proposal had been accepted and that
this would allow Bowling Ureen State
University the possibility ol adopting
the semester system The Senate was
to give its opinion concerning a switch
to the semester system but now the
door is not open." according to Dr
Rothe
He said that if the Chancellor would
change his mind, the semester system
might have a chance lor
implementation in the luture
In other action at the last scheduled
Senate meeting this academic year.

Campus Salety Director Dale
Shaffer said lasl night that money and
manpower problems contribute to
personnel nroblems in his department,
including a recent promotion
grievance hied by four of his officers.
Speaking lo siudenis in Anderson
Hall Shatter said lack ol money for
new personnel has created tension
within the department
"There's no t.il inoui area either in
manpower or budget, he said This
is one of the reasons we have personnel
problems we are demanding "

the Senate voted to accept a report of
the ad hoc committee on evaluation of
S NH I satisfactory, no record) grading
in English 111 112
However the Senate also agreed to
abolish the ad hoc committee and
establish a new committee to continue
research ol the English 111 112 grading
system
The new committee
membership must be acceptable to
Faculty Senate and the English
department, according to the
amendment
THE SENATE approved (wo
recommendations of the Committee on
University Governance and Reorganization i COUGAR I dealing with
amendments and supplements to the
Faculty Senate Charter The Senate
also passed a recommendation slating
that ex-officio members of the Senate
are to be appointed, not elected to
Senale committees
Also at the meeting. Dr. Halpern
became the Senate chairman,
replacing Dr
John T
Greene,
associate professor of psychology,
whose term expires this year

THE GRIEVANCE, filed by lour
Campus Safely officers, charged
Shaffer with promoting younger
officers who they claimed had lewer
qualit icalions than older ones
Shaffer said last night the
department policy is to promote
officers with the besl qualifications
and that the younger officers in
queslion were the besl qualified
He said he expected lo have
problems because of Ihe promotions
1 knew the problem was there. I
knew it had lo happen, and I was
surprised K didn't happen sooner.'

Shaffer said
Three years age student anti-war sentiments sent ROTC
reviews indoors. Tolerance and indifference, however, has
replaced the student hostility of the early 70». Outdoor
reviews will resume on campus next year.

By Cindy Smerclna
Stall Reporter
Reserve Officers Training Corps
i ROTC I programs and attitudes
toward them are changing with the
times, according to Col. Robert G
Rettie. chairman ot the military
science department, and Col William
Wiese. aerospace studies department
chairman

Three years ago. ROTC bore the
brunt ol student anti-war sentiment
Feelings erupted in a sixteen day sit hi
on the south side ol Memorial Hall and
a disruption of an outdoor presidential
review in spring. 1971
Tolerance and indiflerence have
replaced hostility, according to Rettie
and Wiese
it s been my experience that the
faculty, staff, and students look upon a

student who enters the ROTC program
as one who is doing his own thing.'
sniil Rettie
WIESE SAID. The campus attitude
is. at worst, one ol live and let live
perhaps even an understanding ol the
role il not active suppoi t
Events »i the earlj seventies,
particularly campus disturbances and
ths phasing out ot the draft brought tar-

Lights added to intramural fields
By Donna Shaw
snd
Sue Poenicke
Mention outdoor recreation facilities
to Maurice Sandy, men's intramurals
director, and he'll tell you the men's
program is in pretty good shape, now
that we have lighted fields.'
The newly-lighted fields near
Kreischer Quadrangle allow for more
individual participation as well as
more intramural teams. Sandy said
We got the lighting from the
President's Recreation Committee.''
Sandy said "They recognize we need
. an intramurals building, and that's the
'number one priority But that's also
two or three years away at the bare
minimum, and they i committee
members i wanted to know what they
could recommend to the President as a

The promotions were laler ruled
valid by Iniversity President Hollis A
Moore Jr Shatter said the older
officers will have to adjust'' to the
department's promotion policy
SHAFFER ADDED that he believes

the problem was
blown out of
proportion by news media, adding
that the publicity it received was
undeserved
i know for a fact thai other
departments on campus have similar
problems but they don't get
publicity. Shatter said
Shaffer said Campus Safely this tall
plans to embark on a stepped up crime
prevention program, and thai il may
include more drug investigation
The crime prevention program he
said, will hopefully reduce Ihe crime
rate on campus which he said has
jumped this year
He said the drug investigations
might also reduce the crime rate
•WE COliLD STAND some drugrelated work.' Shatter said We know
some ol our armed robberies are drugrelated ."
He added thai he favors continued
operation ol the Metropolitan Drug
Unit i Metro Squad i. which nearly went
out ol existence recently because o( a
lack of manpower
Shatter said Campus Safety makes
few drug arrests and does not condut
undercover work on drug cases
Answering a complaint trom a
student that Campus Safety officers
are sometimes grull lo sludents.
Shatter said he welcomes student
comments about the department's
operation

ROTC-tolerance replaces hostile attitude

Recreation program improves

Editor's note: This Is the second In a
live-part series an Intramural facilities
at the University as viewed by faculty
members,
students
and
administration. Part three will appear
tomorrow.
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now kind ot thing.' he said
■IT (THE LIGHTING) is a
tremendous thing for our outdoor
program, the director said Up until
now. we ve had to have quotas on
Softball, football and soccer We could
only take so many teams because we
could only play during the daylight
hours.'' he explained
Now with lighted fields, instead of
being able to play two games on a field,
we could play six if we wanted to. he
said
Females also have been using the
fields on weekends. Sandy said.
"Coed activities. I think, are going
to develop this kind of dual use. he
said
Although the outdoor facilities are
adequate. Sandy said the University's
indoor facilities are inadequate.
"OUR MOST CRITICAL need right
now on our campus is a large
recreation-type facility an
intramural-recreation building that

can be used by all students.' he said
There are a lot ol high schools, that
have better indoor facilities than we
have here at Bowling Green
"A lot ol schools are getting
buildings i intramuralsi.' Sandy said,
citing Southern Illinois. Michigan
State, Ohio State. Illinois and
Cleveland State Universities as
examples
"These buildings are primarily for
intramurals and recreation, and this is
the kind of lacility we need, he said

lor intercollegiate basketball. Sandy
said, and is a while elephant for
intramural and recreational use
Men's Intramurals sometime use the
Men's Gym. bul Sand) said that it is
usually tilled with physical education
classes
"We need this kind ol multi-use
facility—a recreation-mlramurals type
building, that's going up on a lol ot
campuses across the country -to really
expand our indoor program Sandy said
We're just hurting."

reaching changes to the Army ROTC
program. Col Rettie said.
Numbers ol cadets have declined
steadily since Ihe laic sixties, but the
numbers of ollicers commissioned
have remained relatively constant
Our losses now are considerably
less. Rettie said Cadets come into
the program today and generally stay
Those who come inlo the program
during Ihis period are truly
dedicated
Both Kettle and Wiese see present
trends continuing
"MY PREDICTION lor the (uture is
that we will see the size ot the cadet
class growing slightly and leveling oft
at between 120-140 cadets." Rettie
explained
1 don t think it'll ever
reach the proportions it did during the
Vietnam or Korean wars''
Last week. Academic Council
granted ROTC permission to again
hold reviews and parades outdoors
Since 1971 disturbances. Memorial
Hall has been the site ol ROTC
activities
Reviews will not take place outdoors
this year, according to Rettie. "The
reason, quite simply, is that we haven't
had enough outdoor practice."
The colonels anticipate very little, it
any. student dissent when reviews are

held outdoors again
Hetlie and Wiese stressed that
women's roles in the armed forces
have expanded tremendously within
the past tour years, in Ihe University s
Army and Air Force programs
THIS YEAR, about one-third of the
Air Force cadets are women, and
Wiese anticipates this percentage
rising to one-half in the near luture
The decline in the number ol armycadets from 1970 lo 1974 caused the
program to be opened to women,
according to Col Rettie
"As far as I'm concerned the
service has come the closest ol any
organization in granting women equal
rights." he said.

Weather
Mostly cloudy today and tonight
with showers and thundershowers
likely. High today in the lower 80s.
Low tonight In the upper SOs.
Partly cloudy and cooler
tomorrow. High in the middle to
lower 70s. Probability ol rain 70
per cent today and tonight.

Sandy explained that intercollegiate
teams would not use such a facility,
because the teams need spectator
seats, while intramurals do not.
THE BUILDING ALSO would be
used for physical education classes
"Combining intramurals and
physical education seems to be the way
most schools are handling the
situation-getting the most efficient
use of the facilities." he said
Memorial Hall was built primarily

Magruder receives sentence
WASHINGTON (APi - Jeb Stuart Magruder. conceding
that "I lost my ethical compass." was sentenced yesterday
to serve at least 10 months in prison for his major role in the
Watergate break-in and cover-up.
Magruder, once the No. 2 man in President Nixon's reelection campaign and a key figure in breaking open the
Watergate affair, told the sentencing judge: "My ambition
obscured my judgment."
U.S. DISTRICT Court Judge John J. Sirica imposed a 10
months to four year term on Magruder to be served at a
minimum security institution. Sirica said he will
recommend that Magruder be sent to the federal facility at
Allenwood. Pa. It is a live-hour drive from the Washington
area for Magruder s wife and four children.
Magruder, assistant to the President for lVi years before
taking on the re-election committee job In May 1971, had
pleaded guilty last Aug. 16 to a single count of conspiracy to
Intercept communications, obstruct justice and defraud the
United States.
' V The charge carried a maximum sentence of five years

imprisonment and a $10,000 fine.
HE WAS THE sixth former White House employee to be
sentenced to prison in connection with post-Watergate
scandals. The others were Dwight L. Chapin. Egil Krogh.
Herbert L Porter. E. Howard Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy
In pleading guilty. Magruder admitted that he helped
"devise, implement and carry out a strategy" to break into
the Democratic Party headquarters and that he conspired to
cover-up involvement through lies, paying hush money and
destroying evidence.
"IT WILL TAKE me a long time to understand the case
with which I surrendered what I always considered my
fundamental, immutable beliefs." Magruder said in a brief
statement before sentencing.
Magruder and John W. Dean III. the President's counsel,
were the first White House insiders to carry details of the
Watergate cover-up to federal prosecutors. Then Magruder.
followed by Dean, told the story publicly for the first time in
the Senate Watergate hearings.

Intramural
activities

The President's Recreation Committee recognises that present facilities for
intramurals are inadequate. However, it will be two or three years before a
r.creation-intramurali type building can be constructed. Until then, present
facilities, including the Men's Gym, wHI have to suffice. (Newsphote by Dan

fetch*)
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you should talk
court reforms
needed
Denise Dartt, junior (A&S) and member of the Student Senate,
recently suggested improvements for the shabby operation known as the
Student Arbitration Board (SAB).
These measures must be adopted immediately.
Dartt suggested that SAB members should have some knowledge of the
law because, "some of their decisions have been ridiculous
This ridiculousness is clearly evident when one looks at the student
election incident of a few months ago.
The SAB fumbled with the case and after weeks of delay the University
Administration made the final decision
The election affair was a three-ring circus, complete with ignorance of
the United States Constitution and a chief justice who appeared to fall
asleep during the trial of four News staffers accused of fraud.
If the SAB doesn't understand the Constitution, how will they read
when asked to rule on a fine point of law?
Dartt's other two suggestions-to notify defendants in a case at least a
week in advance of their trial date and to exclude the board's advisor
from SAB deliberations -also deserve immediate adoption
Too many times in the past defendants have claimed they came to their
trial unprepared to defend themselves because of a lack of time between
notification of trial and the trial date.
If the advisor is excluded during the board's deliberations, he will no
longer influence the SAB's decisions. He will simply act as advisor-as he
is supposed to.
With an increasing number of students taking their cases to the SAB.
immediate improvement of the board is needed.

student voice
The Ohio Board of Kegents must allow the Ohio Student Association
IOSA) to be an advisory board to them
Gov. John J. Gilligan endorsed the OSA as an advisory board to the
Board of Regents Saturday.
The OSA is an organization of student body presidents ot state
universities.
If the Board of Regents agrees to recognize the OSA as an advisory
board, the students will have representation when decisions arc made
concerning funding for the state universities.
Students should have a voice in deciding where the money they pay lor
their education is spent.
Too many times students end up as the victims of poor decisions made
by the state administrators.
Students deserve a voice in matters which will directly affect their
lives

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions thai exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel ..nd proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The Bt; News, lOtt
University I.'all

By LuAnne Tuccl
822 Second St. B 8
Guru Student Columnist
I've had enough. To Rookie" and all
those ladies and gentlemen land I use
those terms loosely) who patronize the
cafeterias: listen good
You constantly complain about the
food and the help and the service, yet
you speak with empty words because
you just don't know what s going on
behind the scenes Please allow me the
opportunity to enlighten you
I ate in the caleteria for two years:
I've worked there for three That first
year. I too complained about the choice
of food and the lazy" help
But once I stepped into my coat and
moved behind the scenes, my
perspective changed
I saw the
shortcomings, but I saw the reasons
behind them
GRANTED, sometimes the food
Isn't piping hot. or the meat tastes a bit
lunny. but when you cook lor well over
2.000 people, everything can't be
manager s choice.
Would you throw the meal your mom
just cooked all over the table if it didn't
suit you'' Or use such colorful
adjectives to describe it?
There are also times when we don't
see you waiting for ice cream because
we're busy doing two or three other
jobs because we're short of help (After
all. who wants to work in such a
place''i.
And it s awlully hard to greet a
customer with a smile and a friendly
attitude when the five before him have
complained because we re not dome all
four jobs they think we re supposed to.
THOSE COOKS are human too. and
they re trying their darndest to keep up

with the demand and the peculiarities
of everyone (Fifty people want fish: as
soon as they catch up. those people
want something else.)
As for the silverware hassle-I'm
sure everyone's familiar with the
experience of eating with plastic
utensils lor horror of horrors-using a
soup spoon when you don't have soup! I.
Don't you realize that it takes time to
gather all the silverware and run it
through the machine and get it back

out?
On top of that, the supply is low.
since so many people have their rooms
stocked, or are planning ahead.

gathering utensils for their move off
campus i Maybe we should issue
everyone their own knife, fork and
spoon at the beginning of the year ?).
And why is it that once a student puts
on a jacket and starts working, that all
the other students regard him as their
inferior'' II you could see yourselves
from our eyes, you'd be utterly
appalled

prices (all she does is follow the menushe has no control: besides, have you
been in a grocery store lately and
checked the prices0) and ridiculous in
your accusations against almost
everything (if you're so starving and
undernourished, why do you have so
much energy^ to fling so many abusive
comments our way? I.

Because we see you as infantile in
throwing lood around the tables i howwould you like to clean up the mess
you've left behind0!, crude when
complaining to the cashiers about

IT WOULD BE interesting to change
roles for just one day. and maybe you'd
understand what the cooks, the
supervisors and the help have to go
through and put up with But then, you
might not be able to cope

LET THAT POLITICIAN
YOU WHO IS
1TH0UTSIN... CAST THE
FIRST,
STONE

hixon's sense of wrong
The release ot edited White House
tape transcripts was a marvelous
study in paradox It both widened and
narrowed the inquiry
It Hooded the market with Nixon
indiscretions and petty non-crimes
I most criminals having more delicacy
and thieves' honor than the President
can. any longer. My claim to) But it
also, in this lava-spread ot pettiness,
nan owed things to One precise locale
The transcripts deal with the
Watergate break-in: and the transcript
defense begins with the fact that Nixon
did not know about that break-in trom
the outset something that has always
been obvious, it seems to me
Bui the President's lawyer wants to
go tor broke on an oven more narrow
point-thai Mi
Nixon did not
countenance the paying ot hush money

toE. Howard Hunt.
IT IS THE President s game to stake
everything on one issue, however
ambiguous, since he can at least
predict the lines of attack on this single
redoubt.
But even on this chosen point ol
battle, with all the evidence pre-silted

by the President's employees iunder
Fred Buzhardti. things do not look
good His men make essentially, two
claims: that the President did not
authorize payment, and that the
Presidents men. who did do the
authorizing, had pure motives.
Take the first point alone, the
stronger of the two The whole Nixon
team leans heavily on the fact that
their paragon did. once in all the
transcripts, amid innumerable
expletives and unintelligibles. get the
word "wrong" out from between his
teeth
Km a man to whom such categories
as "right and wrong seem alien, this
is a victory understandably celebrated
Still, context indicates something
unfavorable that recorded nuance may
decide-and the chance to monitor

Lerrera
congrats
As graduates of America s colleges,
you cross the important threshold trom
the classroom ot academic learning to
the other and equally exhilarating
classroom of working experience.
The world that awaits your skills and
welcomes the useful knowledge you
have acquired throughout your course
of study is one ol infinite-challenge and
excitement
It is a restless world, impatient to
right past wrongs and ready to witness
the realization ol yesterday's dreams
THE FOCUS of education in our
country has been more than ever
adapted to the practical realities with
which you will have to cope
I know the knowledge you have
assimilated and the insights you have

THe BG news

gained into many of the major
problems we lace bode well tor the
America ol theluture
But more than this. I am confident ot
your spirit ot involvement and your
seltless desire to serve your lellow
man
These are the qualities thai will best
guide you as you put to, use for
yourselves and for our nation the
educational opportunities you have
shared in throughout your college
years.
As you go torth. each in your own
endeavor. I can think of no words that
better capture the thought that I want
to leave with you than those of
Woodrow V\ llson
"THE DAY ot our country's lite is
still but in its Iresh morning Let us lift
our eyes to the great tracts of lite yet
to be conquered in the interests ol
righteous peace. Come, let us renew
our allegiance to America, conserve
her strength, in its purity, make her
chiel among those who serve
mankind

1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington DC 20500

—•».

»u n i m, in K^in-m

parallels
The depressing irony about the
Protestant-militant jingoism which
gives rise to pathological Mct'arthyisls
like Douglas Keith is that while he
would flaunt his hysterical patriotism
in the face of the impending Communist takeover i°i of the United
'States and Perry, Ohio, he would
denounce as immoral the exercise of
free speech by people like Jane Fonda
Now isn't it interesting that the
Kremlin holds a similar attitude to
Alexander Solzhenitsyn? But then, we
have Cod and President Nixon inot
neeessarilv in that order) on OUR side,
and that makes it all hunky-dory.
I don't know who your God is. Mr.
Keith, but mine has more important

considerations than worrying whether
the American flag lapel-pin on his suit
coat is straight-he's busy recognizing
that no nation has a copyright on truth
and morality
Michael O'Neal
Graduate Assistant
Department of English

more pinball
1 was appalled at the article in the
BG News Friday concerning the
rniu isc.n ion of illegal pinball
machines It is beyond me as to why
the machines were deemed illegal in
the tirst place, much less why the
police wasted their time with a month
long investigation of the matter
To me. pinball is a harmless lorm of
amusement. It is ludicrous lor the
Bowling tireen Police Department to
be concerning themselves with such
trivial affairs, when there are much
more important things at hand
Many people say there is a lack of
respect for police and the law in
general Is it any wonder when they
waste their time and our money with
such a ridiculous thing''
WHILE IT might be understandable
as to why they had to cart away the
machines, it was the absolute height of
absurdity to actually give citations for
illegal gambling to the poeple who
were playing the machines
It is so stupid. I can hardly believe it
really happened But then, it does show
something about the Bowling Green
police force.
Catherine J. White
817 Offenhauer East

complaint
How would you like to have your
name published in connection with an
unconfirmed rape charge?
Not only did you publish the
accused's name but also his address.

And who knows you might have even
published his phone number it you
could have lound it in the phone book
Belore you report any such incidents
with a lull name and address you
should make sure your report is
accurate because the alleged incident
didn i take place Ftiday night but
Friday morning
WE INTERNATIONAL students
value Mohammed as a polite and
friendly student
All the international students I
talked to are upset about the
accusations and we want Mohammed
to know how much we sympathize with
him and we want him to come to the
International tenter as soon as
possible
Annette Rohrberg
426 McDonald North

write please
I am seeking correspondence with
anyone concerned in our society My
address is temporary only because 1
am regret! ully in prison lor burglary,
but due lor release in December. 1974.
1 am 24. Taurus sign 198 lbs . six tt
one inch with brown hair and brown
eyes
1 reside in Cincinnati. Ohio and study
psychology In my spare time I read,
lift barbells and teach karate
PLEASE FEEL tree to ask any
questions you desire because I
guarantee all replies.
Due to my position only do I request
If you would please enclose some 10
cent stamps so we might correspond
together
If you'd preter I'd be happy to
exchange photos Thank you and I hope
to hear from you soon
Jim Miller No. 135-407
P.O. Box 787

Lucasville. Ohio 45648

chairman
says thanks
Little Siblings Weekend, the lirsl ot
its kind for the campus in many years,
was termed a definite success Being
the "trial run" lor future events ol this
nature, it had its share ol problems,
and can be considered a prime
example ot the idea that experience is
the best teacher
Thus, through these experiences,
next year's event shall be planned to be
run much more smoothly and
efficiently
An apology is extended to those who
were disappointed or inconvenienced in
any way by the manner in which the
program was operated
SUCH AN activity cannot take place
without the cooperation of many
people Thanks go to everyone who
played a part in the promotion and
actual running ot the event
Untortunately it is impossible to
mention everyone's name here, but
thanks again
Carol Mozak

Chairman
Little Siblings Weekend

fight is
world-wide
Protestant extremists bomb
innocent civilians in Europe.
The Reds in Argentina kidnap an oil
executive.
The SLA. the American NLF fight in
America.
Conclusion is the fight is world-wide
Only the fools and the liberals
believe the above to be hog wash
However, the facts via the news tell
us the above is the literal truth.
Douglas R.Keith
4297 Main St
Perry, «Uuo

inflections is denied to most of us.
though this testing spot was singled out
by Nixon's own defenders The whole
phrase turns on the way its first
monosyllable was spoken No."
IMAGINE THAT I come up to you
and say. "Let's dump our wives this
weekend and bed out with two cuties I
have lined up?' And you answer. "Noit is wrong that's for sure Morality
triumphs
But suppose I said. Gee. I'd like for
us to get away with Trixie and Flossie,
but I'm sure our wives would tindout."
And you say. ''No-it is wrong, that's
for sure Morality squeaks by. in that
case, despite itsell-prudence
prevailing over scruples
Your
inflection tells us everything
Well, the context of Mr Nixon's
famous remark on what is "wrong"
resembles ths second case, not the
first Do his inllections conlirm this0
He does not want us to know But the
context points in that direction.
Chance gives us a marvelous
illustration ol the key role played by
inflection, in the Gene Hackman
movie.
Conversation
There,
everything depends on which words are
emphasized in the simple phrase. He
would kill us if he could "
Hackman's whole error is that he did
not catch the right ictus-a life and
death matter. The movie should be
required viewing for every member ol
the Judiciary Committee:
Absent the live recording, there is a
valuable indicator ot what Nixon
meant in a later part of the transcripts
themselves
On pages 1034 and 1035. Mr. Nixon
and Mr. Haldeman are recalling this
conversation with John Dean, and
Haldeman says They could jump and
then say. Yes. well that was morally
wrong What you should have said is
that blackmail is wrong, not that it's
too costly.' "
MR. NIXON'S reply is muffled, but
does not seem to challenge Haldeman
at the factual level: "Oh. well, that
point i inaudible1 investigation-' At
best, the exchange gives us another
argument for rehearing the tapes
themselves
At worst, it shows Haldeman-and.
apparently. Nixon-agreeing on the
tone and purport of the conversation as
tactical, not moral.
I have not gone. yet. into the matter
of Nixon's distinction between hush
money and clemency, or between his
own hints and nods at a payoff and his
knowledge that underlings were doing
the hinting and nodding These are
subtleties, and they will be studied in
time.
,'fgm
More important, at the outset, is the
intimate record of Nixon and
Haldeman agreeing in their memory
with Dean that the real obstruction to
further blackmail payments by the
White House was not moral but
prudential.
It was "wrong" in that sense-which
seems to be the only sense of wrong
Mr. Nixon has. to this point in this life,
maintained.
Copyright.

1174. Universal
Syndicate
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May curb Poe Ditch stench

Plans set for treatment plant
By Mirk Dodotk
Staff Reporter

Russell Davies. superintendent of Bowling Green's
water pollution control
plant.
"The ditch presently
serves as a by-pass so we
don't become inundated with
waste." said Davies.
Water treated at the plant
on E Poe Koad and released
into the ditch is 85 to 95 per
cent void of impurities, said
Davies

The stench of Poe Ditch
will be non-existent by 1976
following the installation of
a $7 million waste treatment
plant, eliminating the need
(or the old drainage system
The project was initiated
by the City of Bowling
Green. Federal pollution
control funds will finance 70
per cent of the construction,
with the city contributing
the remaining 30 per cent
Originally designed as a
storm drain. Poe Ditch has
functioned as a sewage containment device "since at
least 1936." according to

HOWEVER, the present
facility is inadequate in
handling the amount of
sewage requiring purification, Davies added
"Every time we get a
rain, we fall behind in our

it was not meeting water
pollution control standards
with its present facilities.

processing." Davies said

The overflow of rainwater
mixes with waste residue in
the ditch to create the
unique scent emitted from
the Poe Road area.
A one-inch rainfall leaves
40 million gallons of water
after evaporation
The
maximum amount of water
the plant can treat in one
day is seven million gallons,
according to Davies.
This creates an overflow
which depletes from our
treatment process." Davies
said
The Ohio Pollution Control
Board, now called the Ohio
Environmental Protection
Agency lEPAl. told the city

According to Ben
Chambers, district engineer
for Ohio EPA. the state
ordered Bowling Green to
develop means for meeting
EPA standards
City officials hired a group
of private engineers to
present alternatives to the
present system.
THE CITY elected to
construct a new water treatment plant at Dunbridge and
Poe Roads, laid Chambers.
Sewer extensions will

newsnotes
Admissions
COLl'MBl'S .APi - A petition
calling for open admission to all
state-supported graduate and
professional schools was filed with
the state attorney general yesterday
It ultimately approved by the
voters, the proposal would require
law. medical and other prolessional
schools to admit any Ohio residents
who apply

Lottery
COLl'MBl'S iAPi
The Senate
yesterday passed and sent to Gov.
John J Gilligan a bill allowing the
sale of lottery tickets in bars, taverns
and carry-outs selected by the Ohio
Lottery Commission
Specifically, the bill lifts a
provision that lorbids liquor permit
holders trom handling games of
chance and allows them to sell lottery
tickets

Xenia
WASHINGTON 1AP1 - Tornadoravaged Xenia will get $3 million in
urban renewal money as soon as a
project feasibility study is complete.
I'.S Rep Clarence Brown .R-Ohioi
announced yesterday
Brown said the money was set

aside by the IS Department of
Housing
and
Urban
DevelopmenBrU'Dl He said HID
released $100,000 for the feasibility
study.

Israeli attacks
iAPi - Israeli planes bombed
guerrilla concentrations' in two
Lebanese villages and on the western
slopes of Mt Hermon yesterday, the
Israeli command reported.
The attacks came less than 24 hours
alter Premier Golda Meir declared a
systematic new war against
terrorists.
The targets have often been used as
staging areas for guerrilla
operations, a spokesman for the
Israeli command said

Tapes
WASHINGTON |AP> • The Senate
Judiciary Committee voted
confidence yesterday in special
prosecutor Leon Jaworski and said he
is acting within his authority in
pursuing White House tape
recordings in the federal courts.
This vote is an effort to say. Mr.
President, back off. live up to the
promise you made. ' " Sen Birch
Bayh iD-Ind. i
said after the

meeting
The committee decided not to hold
open hearings to determine formally
whether President Nixon is trying to
limit the independence of the
Watergate special prosecutor's
office

Thailand
BANGKOK. Thailand .APi
Thailand's civilian-dominated
government resigned yesterday eight
months after it swept to power on the
crest of a student rebellion against
the military dictatorship A military
alert was declared throughout the
country

/7

Its shutdown could
represent the end of a fivevear rat problem along Poe
Road
"We presently have a prolessional exterminator bait
the ditch every month." said
Davies. "Enclosure o( the
ditch could eliminate this
situation

Ireland conflict
BELFAST (API-Militant
Protestants fired on police
who attempted to clear
away their street barricades
yesterday. They also
punched Britain's top union
leader as he led a march to
break the week-old strike
that has given the militants
a stranglehold on Northern
Ireland.

TOO S

POllUtlon

A $7 mWlon waif* lr.atm.nl plant will be. completed by
1976, alimmating th. necessity of Poo Ditch as a drainage
system. Th* n.w plant is required to moot state water
pollution control standards. This will also solve th. rat
problem of th* Poo Road area. There still may be some uu to
the present plant; th* Univariity hai considered carrying out
•nvironmontal research at the site. (Nowsphoto by Dan
Fokht)

Professor co-authors textbook

Watergate
WASHINGTON iAPi - The House
Judiciary Committee listened to one
of the key Watergate tapes yesterday
as President Nixon's attorney
indicated the chief executive will
reject a subpoena for more of them
Prodded about the impeachment
panel's deadline today for delivery of
11 additional Watergate recordings,
presidential counsel James D St.
Clair told reporters he knew of no
change" in Nixon's decision to
withhold them both from the
committee and the special
prosecutor's office.

—

carry polluted water to
Mercer Road, said Davies.
where a force-pump system
will transport the wastes to
the new treatment center.
The (ate of the present
plant following completion
of the project is unknown
Chambers said the University may take over the
facility for use in environmental problem research.

A law textbook, coauthored by a University
faculty member, has
recently been released by
West Publishing Company,
one of the country's largest
legal textbook publishers.
Lynn M Ward, assistant
professor of legal studies,
co-authored "Perspectives
of American Law" with
John N Story, assistant professor at Central Michigan
University.
Using a case study
approach, the textbook
attempts to show the interrelationship of law.
economics, psychology,
technology, sociology and
other areas of society.

••WE WANT to make the
student probe and think
about the law and hopelully.
have concern (or the
direction laws are taking.
Ward explained
Current trends, he said,
show a lavoring ol group
values over individual
values, a prelerence (or
"what works" as opposed to
preferences (or what might
be "just or right" in a
situation, and increasing
problems connected with the
accumulation and distribution ol power in
society
The book, which will be
used in an undergraduate

legal studies course at the
University, may also be
used on the graduate level
and in other departments,
said Ward, who suggested
the text might be used in
political science courses or
other disciplines,

practiced law briefly in
Akron and taught at Central
Michigan University before
joining (he University
faculty in 1972.
He is a member ot the
Ohio State and American
Bar Associations, the
American Business Law
Associations and the TriState Business Law
Association

WARD, a graduate ol Ohio
Slate University, received
his law degree in 1970 (rom
the University ol Akron. He

Fact Line 2-2445
. . IBS.-, .. - .

TONIGHT! - 8:00 p.m.
STANDBACK PRODUCTIONS
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.^1

presents

THE GUESS WHO
plus special guest star

QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE
Also

AIM

Toledo Sports Arena
Tickets:
5 Advance
l
6 At Door

y

:

V

'
-

Tickets availab!p at Finders Records in BG Se^^s the Woodville Mall.
Central Travel & Ticket in Talmadge Plaza. Revelations, the Headquarters, and the Sound Mill in Monroe

»v
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Hint of magic surrounds ploy opening
Preview by
UadiTapban
Magic, fantasy and sensuality will be blended on
stage when Shakespeare's
"A Midsummer
Night's
Dream" opens tonight
This romantic comedy is
over 350 years old, but Dr
Roger D. Gross, associate
professor of speech and
director of the play, said the
play's humor is timeless
Gross said Midsummer
Night's Dream" is a particularly sensual and erotic
play
"We've tried not lo add
anything, but lo bring out
everything thai is in it."
Gross said
To do this. Gross has
utilized the talent of a music
student, an orchestra, a
student
choreographer
gymnasts
the costume
designer. Ihe sel designer
and a large cast
"We've struggled to give
just a hint of magic lo let

the audience imagine the
rest
An important aspect of the
play is the beauty of the
scenes and the people
"Shakespeare
enjoyed
beauty of all kinds and was
delighted by the senses."
Gross said
"I'm very happy with the
beauty of the people in the
show." Gross added There
are eleven magical people
and they are all stunningly
beautiful.
THE CHARACTERS'
dress is central to the sensuality ol the play, according lo Mildred Lit.
assistant
prolessor of
speech
and
costume
designer for the play
The fairies and the
magical people are clothed
lightly in small costumes,
some of which are applied
with glue All the fairies will
be body painted in metallic
colors that glow in the
colored lights
Lit said the costumes

SPRING INTO A NEW YOU!

With BONNE BELL
Special two-day Promotion
College Board Representatives
will be giving free make-up
Demonstrations.

Tuesday & Wednesday
May 21 & 22

were all made by University
faculty and students
The costumes portray the
three different types of
characters in the play The
Athenians are dressed in
Greek robes, but the robes
are not authentic copies
Rather they are adapted in
colors to match the mood of
the play, according to Lit.
The rustics are dressed
grubbily to match their
modest professions and the
fairies are dressed to fit
their light fantasy roles.
A clear plastic set.
designed by Dr. Brian!
Hamor Lee. assistant professor of speech, is used
because of the versatile
nature of the play
'The
setting is abstract in that it
can be used to give a general
idea of an enchanted forest
without the specifics, such
as trees," Lee said.
"THE SCENERY is a
background location for the
play the important thing is
the action. Lee said

Register (or Door Paze with
any purchase

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Nichols plays the electric
piano.
SEVERAL comic effects
are added to the play, according to Lit Hippolyta and
Theseus are two Athenian
royal persons engaged to
each other Since Hippolyta
is Queen of the Amazons. Lit
designed her costume like
Wonderwoman's and made
Theseus s
costume
resemble Captain Marvel of

the comic books
If ever there was a
Shakespeare show meant to
be seen as just theater, this
is it." Gross said
Gross said he is a Shakespeare specialist For seven
years he directed the California
Shakespeare
Festival Although he has
directed most of Shakespeare's plays, this is his
first attempt at directing "A

Midsummer
Dream "

Night's

Gross said he has seen
about 25 productions of "A
Midsummer
Night's
Dream" performed by the
best professionals to the
worst amateurs.
He said what he wants to
do is portray those qualities
he finds lacking so often
from Shakespeare productions

The play will be presented
;at 8pm tonight through
Sunday, in the Main
Auditorium. Tickets are 25.
cents for
University
students. SO cents for
children and high school
students and $1 50 for adults
Following Thursday's performance there will be an
open discussion with the
'Cast, director and designers

NOW ON SALE

PRESIDENTIAL
TRANSCRIPTS
COMPLETE AND UNCUT
AVAILABLE
AT

11:00-5:00

At UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

And there is lots of action
Gross created a party in the
opening scene where there is
a performance by two
gymnasts Dancing fairies
are also a common sight on
stage
The dancers are working
under the direction of Scott
Stoney. senior (Ed.). Trampoline and tumbling mats
and a slide help to create
physical movement on
stage
An original score for the
play was written by James
Nichols, a student in the
School of Music. Nichols
also wrote the music for the
University productions of
"Streetcar Named Desire"
and El Haj Malik."
"About half of it I the
music) was written for my
jazz group and transcribed
for the play, and the rest
was written specifically for
the play." Nichols said
Nichols picked the 14
member orchestra, which
will be directed by Dave
Garcia, sophomore iMus.l.

SBX
530 E. WOOSTER

Student Services Building

WINTHROP TERRACE
IS AGAIN RUNNING ITS

SUPER SPECIAL
UNTIL
MAY 22,1974

Play
■■■■ ■ -m
perfO flTl
6l5
OJAB

Shokeipaora't "Midsummer Night's Dream" opens tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Main Auditorium and runs through Sunday. The characters dress, central to
trt
* sensuality of the play, required long hours of labor by the costume
designers. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

FOR A & S GROUP V REQUIREMENT
FALL QUARTER

Classifieds
get results
iiiiiiiMiniiiniui

(1198) FRENCH 260: FRENCH WOMEN WRITERS
IN TRANSLATION (3) 2 MT, IF.
(1877) LATIN 141: GREAT GREEK MINDS (4) 2 MTW, 1 F.
(1880) LATIN 485: GREEK LITERATURE IN
TRANSLATION (4) 2 MTW, IF.

IN ENGLISH - NO PREREQUISITES

Pagliai's
NEW HOURS
Thurs., Fri., Sat
4 • 2 a.m.
Sun. Thru Wed.
4 • 1 a.m.
"imiiiMiiM n Hum Minimum ii uiiiiMlin

BGSU June Graduate
Stay in Bowling Green & Be Happy
Local well-established business needs an outside salesman. We're looking for
new BGSU graduate who has a pleasing personality and wants to put in an
honest day's work in return tor a salary/commission that's limited only by his
own ambition and hard work. In other.words, we want a guy who could sell a
refrigerator to an eskimo. He can start part-time right now and go full-time
immediately upon graduation. Must have car. Send photo, resume, references
and salary expected immediately to P.O. Box F, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.

WE ARE OFFERING A FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM IWQ BATH FOR THE SAME PRICE AS
A FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM ONE BATH!!!
THIS OFFER EXPIRES MAY 31, 1974

FOR INFO CALL -352-9135
OR
COME OUT TO WINTHROP SOUTH
400 NAPOLEON ROAD

FROM 9-5 DAILY
AND FROM 1012 and 1-3 SAT.

/.

Wodnatdoy. May W. 1974, Th. tG Nawt/Pag. 5

Hundreds report seeing Hearst
LOS ANGELES (API •
Race: white. Sex: female
Height: 5 loot 3 Weight: 110
pounds Hair: light brown.
Eyes: brown. Complexion
(air Marks mole right
chin, scar on inside of lower
leg near ankle.

Hundreds of persons have
reported seeing such a
person since last Friday,
and FBI agents and police
have painstakingly been
checking out every report
Name Patricia Hearst
"You just can't believe

Membership grows
At the heart of the
farming community in Ohio,
the recent formation of a
University 4-H Club hardly
seems unusual
According to Pam Leid.
junior (Ed > and publicity
chairman of the 4-H Club,
the group has grown to a
membership of 35 students
in four weeks
Basically a service organization, the club also plans to

have various guest speakers
and recreational activities.
Twice a month the group
has a short business meeting
ifollowed by a square dance
Among next fall's plans is a
trip to Columbus for a
meeting with other Ohio 4-H
Clubs. Leid said
Times and locations of 4-H
Club meetings will be
printed in the (jreen Sheet
All are welcome to attend

the calls we've received,'
said FBI spokesman John
Morrison
There've been
hundreds We're actively
pursuing each one "
WITNESSES ARE shown
photographs of Miss Hearst.
20. and two Symbionese
Liberation Army
SI.A
companions Most of the
callers are mistaken,
officials believe, but it is
usually impossible to
determine that for certain
without checking
Any dark blonde looks
like Patty Hearst, especially
if
she's with two
companions." a police
official observed
The
daughter
ol
newspaper executive
Randolph Hearst was
dragged from her apartment
on Feb. 4 ami the SLA

Campus thefts continue

Ballet
lesson

loJUr it an orl ■! precMon and perfection. The trick ti to
accomplish iiitnuoui (aart, making th* audience oiwmi
thay or* umpU Donna Foster, (right) Mnior (Ed.), instructs
Janet Schmidt, senior (Ed.), in some techniques. (Newtphoto
by Dan rakht)

A report of breaking and
entering, two counts of petit
larceny, and three missing
bicycles were reported to
Campus Safety yesterday
Don Woods, assistant to
the equipment manager of
the athletic department,
reported that lockers at the
Ice Arena had been broken

Summer power shortages possible
WASHINGTON lAPl
The Federal
Power
Commission iFPCl named
yesterday that barely-adequate fuel supplies for
power plants can easily
develop shortages that could
force electru brownouts
this summer
A study by the Kl'i stall
said the nation s electric
generating capacilv has
improved greatK in recent
years and now provides i
19 4 per cent salety margin
to deal with surges ol
demand or unexpected
generating problems
But the tuel supply lo inn

***************

:WE HAVE:;
« • GREAT HOURS
+ Mon Fn
* Sat

*

7:30 am 800pm J
7 30 a m -6 p m ^

the generators is another
matter

"WITH declining availability ot natural gas loi
elcctnc generation dilli
culties in increasing coal
production and a tight luel
oil supply situation, the
stall repoit said
even a
slight disruption oi fuel
supply could produce power
shortages

demand is becoming
noticeable " the report said
The FI'C staff said it could
not yet point to speed ic fuel

shortage situations this
summer, but it mentioned
New England. Florida.
California and the Southwest
as potential trouble spots

at our front door

4

Boxed or on Hangers

*

\ lessening ol the effort
ol conservation on electric

*
*

or
352-7660

ON ALL RING ORDERS
|90 DAY SHIPMENT)

*
*

*
*
*
+
*
NAPOUON BO ^
□
'*
*
*
*
*
*
***************
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POLICE SAY Miss Hearst
has been identified as the
person who sprayed a

sporting goods store with
bullets Thursday, a day
before six SLA members
died in an hour-long gun
battle with police seeking
the terrorists at a south Los
Angeles house ■
Miss Hearst and the
Harrises were reported seen
Monday all over Southern
California, including
Riverside. N e w h a 11
Bakersfield and even
Tijuana Mex as well as
numerous plaees in Los
Angeles

Representatives of girl scouts
to recruit summer camp staff
Representative* from two
southern Ohio Girl Seoul
camps will be on campus
May 30 to interview
applicants for summer
positions
Jobs to be filled include
head counselors, counselors
unit leaders, dining hall
managers, head cooks
water fronl personnel iWSI
needed i. registered nurses
or licensed practical nurses
Pay vanes from $40 to $90
a week plus room and hoard
depending on the job and
employee experience Applicants must be ID for all jobs
ncepl head counselor applicants must be:!!

Interested persons should
contact the Student
Employment Office 4tt0
Student Services Bldg
before Ma) 29 to sign up l»r
an interview
Hecreatmn leaders are
needi'd lo supervise junior
and senini high school
students attending ,i
conference at the University. June 18 through 22
Applications are available
in 46o Studenl Sei vices Bldg
Interviews will lie held May
29 at 3 and 7 p.m in the
student Court Room
Student Services Bldg

WOMEN
HAVE BEEN WRITING
IN FRANCE FOR CENTURIES
They still are. Want to know more? Coming,
Fall Quarter, for the first time on our
campus, French 260. French Women
Writers (in translation) from Mane de
France to Simone de Beauvoir. 2:00 MT,
1:00 F. Dr, Janis Pallister. Also new for
Spring, 75: French 261. Modern French
Writers (in translation). Such as Beckett,
Sartre, Camus, lonesco. Fulfill group V in A
&S.

SPRING
CLEARANCE
Women's Dress Shoes
Reg.l15.99-'25.99

MAY 22

_ ( I E A N F. R S
110 E. Napoleon
353-8212

Boh Bolhel. sophomore
tKd i. reported his Peugeot
10-speed. valued at $100. was
taken from Offenhauer
West It was not licensed
Mike Kuzma. sophomore
■I'M
also had his bike, a
Schwinn 5 speed worth $25
taken from Offenhauer
West

352-0717

RING DAY
$
4.00 OFF

*i

*
*l_
*K
*■

Barbara Draper, sopho
more (AilS). reported her
purse containing $15 was
taken from Memorial Hall
during the perlnrtiiatHe ol

Shari Karlgaard. freshman i AASl. reported that an
unlicensed metis' Schwinn
10-speed. valued at $120. was
taken from the Founders
bike rack three weeks ago.

Close to Campus

The John Roberts Rep will be
present lo assist you in your
selection

Pay Next Fall

Will Hammer, senior
(B.A I, reported that nine
flags and pins, valued at
$125 were taken from the
goll course between 9 p.m
Sunday and 7 30 am
Monday.

the llannelord Circus Satur
day night

Call Maurer Green For
Low Summer Rates

NO MONEY NEEDED
-TH AUGUST

*• BOX STORAGE »3.95

between 9 30 p.m
and 8am Monday
Miscellaneous sports equip
ment. at an estimated value
of $100 was reportedly
taken
SUIUI.A

Going To Summer School

* • CONVENIENT PARKING
i • MODERATE PRICES
}• SHUTS

into

claimed to have kidnaped
her
Miss Hearst later
renounced her lamily and
said she had joined her
captors as a revolutionary
She is now sought on a
warrant charging her.
Emily Harris. 27. and
Emily's husband William.
29. with illegal possession
and use of automatic
weapons

^

A delicious Family Steak oi Chopped Steak with
a crisp tossed salad and oven-warm roll Monday
through Saturday from 11 to 4 at Ponderosa.

10-3:30 P.M.

University
Bookstore
Student Services Bldg.

PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE

Women's Clogs and
Sport Shoes
Reg. 44.99*21.99

Hous-e

THE OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

01

Presents

Fabrics

mm Miaw ■«■*• mm <m ;

A Non-Credit Symposium*...

DENIM
SOLIDS

To be conducted by Professors:

$288

MICHAEL BRAOIE
RICHARD BURKE
MICHAEL DOHERTY
JOSEPH GRAY
MICHAEL MARSDEN
TREVOR PHILLIPS

A

Philosophy
educational Foundations & Inquiry

Men's Shoes

The above footwear has been
selected from our spring line of the
following Manufacturer's for women:
BASS, CONNIE, DUNHAMS, SBICCA,
LADY DEXTER.

Psychology
German & Russian
Popular Culture
Experimental Studies/EDFI

Every Tuesday evening, fall quarter, 7:30-9:30, 112 Life Sciences

45" wide
Ma chine Washa ble

ALL MEMBERS OF THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE...OR MERELY ATTEND THOSE INTENDING TO BE ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS ARE URGED TO READ IN ADVANCE OF THE
SEMINAR. "Priorities for Action: The Final Report of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.'
AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

C losed Memoria 1

" Non-credit, however the symposium leaders have agreed to sponsor appropriate independent study
projects that many arise out of the deliberations.

Day

a pair

THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION AT B.G.S.U.:
DEFINITIONS, DIGRESSIONS, DIRECTIONS

Reg.'3.29

SUNDAY
ONLY
MAY 26

Z/

Reg. '21.95*34.95

100% Cotton

IMUSHED

NOW

For Men: WEYENBERG, BASS,
DEXTER, NUNN BUSH, and HARBOUR.
NEW STORE HOURS
MON. 4 FRI. - 10-9
TUES., WED., THUR., SAT. 10-6
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ACROSS
1 African
language.
6 Ulan Bator.
..rmin.ll>.
10 Steel piece tiled
in roniiruciion.
14 Foreign.
15 Carpenter's
need
16
Pompillo.,
i.
.
LI_legenoary
.inn
of Rome.
17 Molionleaa.
19 Adorn.
20 Jc.l.h title.
21 Knot of wool.
22 Program.
24 Sandy.
26 Bright light
27
jim,

60 Laconic.
61 Singer William.
62 Skate and
aawfiah.
63 Symbol of loll.

28 Flalfl.li. '
.11 I.arge.1 port of
K°rea.
11 Mixture.
.15 * ood .orrel.
36 Flal«: Abbr.
37 W hooping
38 Mink..
1° Japanoe name.
Ml
"tore.
»1 Shred.
12 Youthful faihion.
It Day: Hebrew.
45 African antelope.
46 Actreu Young.
50 Harmony.
52 Cuts ..ood.
53 Clo.e embrace.
M \«ian country.
55 Dicken. character.
58 French .on.
39 E.kimo .ettlemenl.
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pl,r
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worship.
Il.iifhtrr of
——--—
Tantalus.
Prl,,
«« •»••
Anonymou..
Sf*"\, ,
Shore bird.
"'■••
.,
Memorable
?""" 'on»'
Man in white.
""«d. " "
bulb.
Among..
Hero ol San.krit
epjc#
Fairish.
Trinket.
Iiland we.l of
Sumatra.
Astronaut John.
Natural talent.
Curtain shade
Crate.
Bucket.
_ . date.
Completely without warmth.
Interlace.
Maker of candle..
Do a .low burn.
Scorch.
Boned garment..
l.u.trou..
Mournful cry.
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-a®*- CLaSSIFIED <m>''
CAM PUS CALENDAR
Wednesday. May 22.1974
Womens Hecrealion Association will meet at 6:30 at the Oak
Openings Park. Toledo
There will be an advanced lecture at 6 30 in the Faculty Lounge
of the Union for those who practice TM
There will be checking for those who practice TM, from 2-4 p.m.
in the Faculty Lounge of the Union
RIDES
Need ride to Washington. DC
or near-by area for Memorial
Day week end Will help pay.
Call 2-5361 or 2-5358
SAVI JO

DETERGENT

Ride available to Fla Leaving
June 7th Call 352-4333 after 4 _

QEHTIE

TIDE

tot

I

IVMT LlfOID

Ride needed to New York-New
Jersey area for this weekend.
Will share expenses Call 3724638
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LOST AND FOUND
Reward and eternal gratefulness for finding 10 speed
grey green Concord Aztec bike
stolen evening of May 16. Black
tape and black seat Call 3526828 alter 5

IERW

HELP WANTED

HAM

78 78

CHOOSY

^

DINNFP RF1 I

GROUND

3

SLICED
8AC0N

BEEF

MORt LB

ATTENTION COLLEGE
STUDENTS full or part time
work, male or female Bakery
help wanted. 1st. 2nd. and 3rd
shift. Paid bospitaltzation. vacations life insurance, steady
employment An equal opportunity employer
Apply
J.P.C Corp.. State Rt 106 at
Lemoyne Rd . Pemberville. Ph
217-3221
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA accepting HOUSE BOY applications for next year. For interview call 2-2567 or 2-4693.
Full time babysitter, summer
months. 2 nice kids, at Stadium
View Apts $40 wk 352-0714
after 5

VIC
PIC LB.

SUMMER JOBS Interviews
Thursday. May 23. Pink
Dogwood. Union 5 p m. or 7
p.m. Must be mature and able
to relocate Avg savings 12067

«n

Great Scot

Need 1 female to sublease Univ.
Village apt. for summer Call
352-5469

Dear
M.F.

Mark:

TIME-OUT

MURPHY - Congratulations lor
winning the MLA championship
game against Ohio Wesleyan! I
knew you could do It. L Amy

1 F. rmmt. summer Univ.
Village Call 352-0636 alter 5.

The Sisters of Delta Zeta
proudly announce their
outstanding senior, Karen
Dempsey and most active
senior, Jill Dexter. Seniors, we
love you all!

1 or 2 rmmts summer. Split
1125 mo No util Big apt Mike
3527882

WE CAN T WAIT TO GET OUR
BIGS I The Dirty Dotcn

F roommate needed next yr
Furnished and utilities pd For
more info call 372-4727

The Foxy Fourteen wish to
congratulate Jill for being
chosen SAE sweetheart' We re
proud of her!

Three to sub-lease apt 352-4169.

1 or more male muriates. Fall
and winter qtrs Also need rm
or apt allowing dogs.
1 F. roommate, easy-going lor
fall qtr For more info, call 3520515
1-J F rmmates summer Nice
apt. Cheap. 3M-7475.

KD's may not be good paddlers.
luggers, or Inkers, but we sure
csn party Who is psyched for
Fall Dagger Stagger? I
Congratulations to our two
PRO'S Amy Smith and Cathy
Brady.-Your KD sisters are
really happy (or hoth ol yot

Still looking (or a place to live
this summer and fall" If so. slop
out to CHERRY HILL
VILLAGE and see why we have
the best apts. in town FALL
leases available "Cableviston
Available" 2 bdrm lurmshed
apts 853 Napoleon Rd Suite 5
For info call 3524248 Hrs 9-12
A 1-6 Mon.-Frt
2 people, preferrably male,
needed to sublet trailer this
summer.
Air-conditioned
855 mo 2-1636.
SUMMER SESSION 1 br
trailer, 50 feet from campus
Furn, air cond., reasonable
rent Call 1486-2646 evenings
Apts for 2. 3. or 4 students
summer only Phone 352-7365
Rooms for summer and fall.
near campus Ph 352-7365.
Summer sublet: sunny,
spacious, furn„ 2 bednn . air
conditioned, reasonable Call
3524828 after 5
Efficiency apt. Sublet summer
Greenbrlar Apts. 880 mo 3724703
APTS FOR SUMMER RENT-2
bedroom, bathroom and a half,
furnished, air cond $150.00 mo.
Call 352-0020 Roger
2-bed apts. furn . s c Summer
rates Buff Apts 1470 and 1490
Clough Call 354-7541. 353-4263.
or 353-3143 for information
CAMPUS MANOR Special
summer rates -a few left for
fall Call 352-9302 from 1-5 and
352-7368 evenings

F. rmmt for summer-own
room 352-6268 alter 5.

1969 Ford Ltd wagon Engine
exc cond 1500 Call 352-7691

SERVICES OFFERED

1 F. needed for bouse next yr.
167 00. Call 3524603 or 352-4355.

Hermes 10 (Swiss Made) typewriter Fully electric, desk
model, with dust cover 18 mos
old 4240 cash. See at 300 Hanna
Hall

FALL AND SUMMER
818 Seventh Street 2 bedroom
furnished, neat, water, alr
cond . caWevision includeddishwasher optional
FALL
RATES 4 persons 867 50 each 3
persons 879.50 each Ask about
summer rates. 352-0773 - Please
call John after 6

1 F. to share trailer starling
Sept across from Offenhauer
Call Eve 352-6213

10x50 Mobile Home, partially
furnished, air conditioned,
skirted, close to campus 42500
352-0708 after 6.

GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
now renting effeciencies for IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. Call
352-1195 between 124pm

1 F. rmmt. to sublet in summer
Private, cheap, own bdrm.,
garage sp. Call Deb. 382-7173

'66 Flat Roadster needs minor
repairs 440000
Call Paul
Johnson at 3524221 or 372-2672

1 or 2 F roommates next yr.
Haven House 352-6962

2 medium sized bouses for sale.
Call 3524883 alter 4:00

PERSONALS

GUITAR STRINGS: Buy your
guitar strings by mail and save
10% Send for free string price
list. Amster Music. 1624
Lavaca, Austin. Texas 71701.

Now Renting For Fall Qtr.
Furn. 2 bed.. 2 baths. $225 mo. 3
occupants. $240 mo. 4
occupants 1 bed. furn . 2 adults
$170 mo Prices are for a 9 mo.
lease, heat L water lease Call
for our low summer rates and
inspection 352-4394 or 1483-9982
collect

For your PHOTOGRAPHIC
needs: portraits, passports,
applications and etc WeUsbrod
Studio 123 W Wooster Ph. 3549041

TOOTHPASTE m 73

Room for F student 201 S.
College Drive. Summer and
Fall cooking priv
^_____

MM I Sit' MAJORS*!
CASH lor your used music texts
and method books
1. it tie Olde Music Shoppe 138
North Main St. B.G

LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT? TRY OURS 8th St
apts 803 to 815 8th St 2 bedroom, furnished, air conditioned. 8210 mo lor 9 mos 4195
mo for 12 mos Call 352-0717 for
further info.

Shipping clerk. S2 75 hr
MORNINGS
Start immediately. Perrysburg 6664514

CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS
BY PHILIP MORTON AT THE
WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER 515Conneaut.

a

WANTED

Attention Snakes: Congratulations on a job well done at the
bike race We are proud of you
Love. Your Little Slsses.

Part of apt to sub-lease in
summer CHEAP 352-7880

FOR SALE

bus station carry out • Next to
Hydraulic Rm 500 Lehman

2/29

Child care (for one yr old I and
light housekeeping in exchange
for room and board. Child care
during the day till 3 Tuesday
thru Friday. Monday till 5.
Affective 9-74 Phone 352-0788
alter 8 p.m

Give-away: Small black dog.
female. 372-1437

8291 after 5

Person wanted, fluent in writing
English, to write Television
continuity for summer. 10-20
hrs. wk Contact Rita at 372
0121 before 5-27-74. For details
and tryout information.

SENIOR PORTRAITS CALL
HAGER STUDIO

s

Abortion Information Service
Clinic very close to area. 1-24
week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist.
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service 216-6311557

a philosophical novelist much
preoccupied in successive books
with questions of freedom,
power, and love as seen from
the point of view of moral
philosophy, she is highly entertaining, and absorbing storyteller
422 IMMIGRANT FICTION
{Robb 1 MTWRi This course
will focus on tiction by and
about European immigrants to
the United States, including
some sociological and historical
background of immigration

INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS
LOW-COST JET TRAVEL to
Europe. The Middle East. The
Far East. Africa, or practically
anywhere' EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you find the
least expensive way for getting
where you want to go. Phone us
loll-free. 24 hours a day, at iSOOl
223-5668
NEED
TO
TALK?
DECISIONS? Call us at EMPA
for pregnancy aid. 3524236 M
11-1, TWR 4 30-9:30; F 34
Playing the recorder is easy
Free catalogue, recorder
music. Beginners Pearwood
Recorder. Instruction Book.
41196 Amater Recorder Co.
1424H Lavaca. Austin, Texas
71701

Need 1 or 2 F. rmmt. for
summer. House across from
campus. Call 383-4841.

$50 Reward for arrest and
conviction of person/persons
who
discharged
fire
extinguisher at Haven House
the weekend of 5 11.5 11. If you
have any information please
call 352-9378
English 200: Science Fiction,
Poetry and Music. Women In
Literature. Black American
Literature, and Literature and
Film, including Little Foxes.
All the King's Men. Lord of the
Flies. Pygmalion. Inherit the
Wind. The Heiress, and Catch
22. all shown In class meetings,
all sections meet Literature
Group Requirements.
420 IRIS MURDOCK iBaldanse
7-10 W and Arr 1 Fundamentally

Mobile Home 1973. 12x60 2
bdrm Buddy washer and dryer
Gypsy Lane Estates 354-3905
Furnished.

Lake-saw Fiji Bi-cycle $175
value. Its yours for 1135 Call
Mart 3634270.
New 10-speed bike 1110 Call 2
5420
1972 Chevrolet Van for sale
11600
10 speed bike 470
Wtngston Rd 1st bouse So. of
Sand Ridge Rd
2 sofas, one TV-stereo console.
Call S72-H71
TOE RENT
Apt. to sub-lease lor summer 1
bedroom furnished Call 354-

APARTMENTS TO RENT 3524671

'

GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
NOW
RENTING
FOR
SUMMER Special raws on 1
and 2 bedrooms or efficiencies.
Call 382-1195 between 124 pm.
SUMMER LEASE 4 Apts available at TM Sixth SL at $285.00
total cost far summer lease.
Furnished and air conditioned
Call 352-5657 or 352-3585.
Houses and furn apt available
summer and fall. Ph 852-0881
after 1 or 288-2474
2 bed. Mobile home In rural
setting Avail. Jane 8. New
carpeting, new drapes, no pets
please. Call 353-7104alter6:30.
The No. 4 bedroom furn. apt for
girls summer-lall 352 7054 alter

*.
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Clarifies rent obligations

local briefs

Ohio house bill pending

Man of the Year
Dr Joseph Balogh. acting director of the
College of Health and Community Services,
was chosen Omicron Delta Kappa's
"Faculty Man of the Year "
The national men s leadership honorary
chose him four years ago lor the same
award
Four faculty members were tapped for
membership in the honorary. Dr Larry
Wills, assistant to the dean of the College of
Education. Dr John D Piper, associate
professor of health and physical education.
David Glasmire. professor of performance
studies, and William Alexander, professor
of music education, were seleoted.

STUDENTS NAMED to the honorary
were
Gregory I Brooks, senior iA&S>. soccer
team captain.
Thomas C
Brough. senior
Ed
recipient of a scholarship as outstanding
junior in physical education
Hugh II
Haines Jr., junior iEd I,
member ol the industrial arts honorary
James M Hodge III. senior iB.A .).
recipient ot the 1973 Soccer loach s Award
for contributions to the squad and listed in
Who s Who
Charles H
Kowal. junior iB.A >.
participant in intramural and varsity
sports
Jell Shellhammer. junior cMus. Ed.i.
member of the marching band men's
chorus, brass choir and A Capella choir
Dennis W Smith, junior i Ed I, member
of intertraternity council and Antean
honorary
Jell Smith, senior iMui. Ed, l, marching
band member, recipient ol the School of
Music Scholarship Series Award and Jazz
Lab Band member

Sheriff's deputies confiscated three pounds
of cocaine. 25 pounds of marijuana. 35
grams of hashish and $14,000
Local police officers said it was the
largest seizure of cocaine ever made in the
area
According to the prosecutors office.
Duncan is charged with possession of a
narcotic, possession of an hallucinogin.
possession for sale, illegal use of a
dwelling, illegal use of a vehicle and
possession of a firearm by a narcotics user

A bill may appear next
week before the Ohio House
of
Representatives
that
would allow tenants to
withhold rent payments and

Professor gets research grant

Dietetics
A coffee hour tor students interested in
pursuing a program specialization in
coordinated dietetics in the College of
Health and Community Services will be
held tomorrow Irom 3 to 5 p.m in the
Living Center. Home Economics Bldg.
Questions about program changes and
transfer into the new college will be
answered

MAC queen
Claudia Leschiutta. senior iEd.1. was
chosen Mid-American Conlerence (MAC)
queen last weekend at the annual MAC
spring sports championships at Kent State

University
Representatives from the 10 MAC schools
were judged by the league's alumni
directors Friday night Leschiutta reigned
over the finals of the MAC track
championships Saturday
A member ol Chi Omega sorority, she is
a campus Fact Line operator and is active
in French Club. Kappa Delta Pi education
honorary and Phi Delta Phi French
honorary

Reverb
An organizational meeting for Reverb
will be held at 7 :l0p m tonight in 411 South
Hall
Heverb is a magazine published by
students Irom University departments who
are interested in film, radio or television
Next year s budget policies and a staff
orientation will be discussed at the
meeting

Drug hearing
Dean O Duncan, part-owner of the
Metamorphosis novelty store in Bowling
Green, is scheduled to appear In Common
Pleas Court on Tuesday, May 28. to face six
drug-related charges
Duncan. 26. was arrested following a raid
on his home. 12430 Sugar Kidge Rd.. on
Oct 11. 1973 Seven Toledo Metropolitan
Drug I'nit agents and two Wood County

Survey
A student survey on the need for a
communications college will be distributed
today or tomorrow
in journalism,
advertising popular culture and speech
classes
Mike
Mellon, junior iB.A I,
said
yesterday the survey committee will try to
poll a "representative sample' ot students
in the four areas He said surveyors will try
to concentrate on classes made up
primarily of sophomores and treshmen
Mellon said the survey includes questions
about communications programs available
as well as what students want to see
included in the proposed communications
college
Mellon said the survey was prompted
because
in all the discussion, nobody
asked the students whaf they wanted
He said survey results should be
available by the end ol (he quarter

landlords to evict tenants if
either party doesn'i meet
lease obligations t»'
House 9fi 796/ VoqrdiuK ,
to chief sponsor Hep Mike

The many renovations in University Hall have
slightly altered its impressive appearance. It still
remains an icon of past days at the University. A
workman finishes the touches on a new door.
(Newsphoto by Dan Fekht)

Dr
Vakula Snnivasan.
associate professor of
chemistry, 'has been
awarded a $14,500 ...-search
grant from the National
Science Foundation INSFI
of Washington D C and a
$10,000 research contract
from General Atomics of
San Diego. Cal.
The NSF grant will enable
him
to investigate the
electron distribution in
inorganic complexes having
two or more metal nucleii.
similar to compounds that
exist in human blood. A
machine called an Electron
spectrometer at Purdue University will be utilized in the
studies.
Dr Srinivasan will be
assisted by a graduate
student and an undergraduate student in the
project
The General Atomics research contract concerns
the detection ol hydrogen
gas in high temperature gascooled nuclear reactors
Helium, which is used as a

coolant In the reactor, sometimes produces the gas due
to radiation
The gas then-allaclts other
materials in (be r»sctor Dr
Srimva<«v)JKd -k)»>«»l P
"to detect the hydrogen
quickly and quantitatively,
possibly within 200 seconds
Assisting hiin in. _ this
project wrtJ be Dr. Ronald
Olsen. assistant profosSor ol
chemistry at Fueland. and
Michael Cox. junior IA&SI

SLA funeral
.CLEVELAND (API
Funeral services for the
man identified as the
Symbionese Liberation
Army i SLA i head will be
tomorrow "and I would like
to see all revolutionary
leaders in the I nited
States" there, a family
spokesman said yesterday

A big problem that we
have had was the facl that
we started the program so
late Most people like to take
advantage ot the weather
and stay outdoors.'' he
explained
He also said that the small
number ol persons teaching
the sessions has been a
difficulty The lack of volun-

teers has hindered the
program Irom reaching all
the students on campus
Another problem the free
university has faced is
promotion
Winnenberg
explained that only Harshman Quadrangle advertised
Opportuniversity. besides a
few pamphlets that were
distributed
Despite the difficulties.
Winnenberg is optimistic
■bout the luture of Opportuniversity He would like to
see il grow, to involve the
whole community
"I envision something free
ol the University located oil
campus where we could concenliate on the students and
the people ol Howling

Stinziano said that
although the bill would allow
eviction of
deadbeat'
tenants who without reason
fail to pay. it would prevent
retaliatory eviction ol
tenants who withhold rent to
get better conditions
The bill was presented to
the
House Judiciary
Committee last week and
should be out of committee
by next week. Stinziano said
He said he believes it will
force landlords to become
more responsive to the
needs of tenants
It will probably help
fight the deterioration ot
some neighborhoods in the
state.'
Stinziano
said
adding that his Columbus
district
has the second
worst housing in the state.'

Placement interviews
Two companies will interview on campus Thursda\. May
30. Ashland Chemical Company has Columbus-based
openings lor internal cost accountants requiring a
bachelor's degree in Accounting
A purchasing position lor a bachelors degree in
purchasing or business administration also is open.
East Ohio Gas Company has two openings for journalism
majors in reporting and on their magazine A secretarial
position requiring a two-year Secretarial Administration
degree, also is open Shorthand is required for the
Cleveland-based secretarial position

Free college meets problems
Opportuniversity has had
its problems, according to
the founder. John Winnenberg. sophomore lA&Sl,
bul also has shown some
degree of success
Wmncnbcrg said .ittcn
dance has tanged Irom zero
to 35 in the groups He s.ml
most groups have averaged
four or live people per
session

Stinziano iD-Columbus). is
the first attempt at writing
into law "certain rights and
obligation* tor both tenants
and landlords."'
Stinziano. whose district
Includes Ohio State Uni
versity. said the bill "is
'aimed at instituting a state
wide relationship between
landlord and tenant, based
on obligations."

Green. This sharing ol skills
could then be a two-way
street between them.'' he
explained
"We have to establish
ourselves and build from
there We have to locate
ourselves and lind the help
needed to do this." Winnenberg said

UAO CAMPUS MOVIES
Friday May 24

He said anyone interested
in helping with Opportuniversity should contact him
at 372-1180

Saturday May 25

Hitler:

Legends THE LAST

Problem
Pregnancy

10 DAYS
A) • 1.1 NII'K'. Il»
(010" BY IlllUXf

CfAB
CONTINENTAL ABORTION

NEEDHELP

Musicians hold annual forum
Singers and Ensemble. Virginia Marks, instructor ol
perlormanie studies, will
play the piano for one
selection at tomorrow's 8
p.m concert
The concert, in the Recital
Hall. School of Music is free
The works will be per
and open to the public
formed bv the New Music
|«WV*AIMAA***AAA**«MA***AA**rt*****A***A

The second annual Composer's Forum will include a
composition by a University
graduate and tormer University protessor as well as
other composers

Congratulations

M.A.C. Queen
1974

Pizza Inn
Stadium View Plaza

Your Chi Omega Sisters

1616 E. Wooster

UAO -The

Little Shop
Union

1-313-S61-5656
1-313-861-5657

6:00-8:15-10:30

Both Shows FREE With ID In 210 M-Sc.

Claudia Leschiutta

Full time positions.
Male and female. 18
years and older.

SALE

,6:00-8:15-10:30

"1 F 1 "UAL

|Non Pfolill

3 Shows

GREENVIEW APTS.
Outdoor Swimming Pool - Basketball Nets
Sauna Bath - Game Room
Laundry Room - Paid Cablevision

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
JUNE 15th-AUG. 31st-1974

Presents:

1 Bedroom Furn. $330.00
1 Bedroom Unfurn. $290.00
2 Bedroom Furn. $400.00
2 Bedroom Unfurn. $350.00
Efficiencies - Furn. $270.00 - Unfurn. $235.00
All Utilities Paid (except phone)

8-5 Mon. thru Fri.
10-3 Sat.
********* ■****************************i«

HEY
PODNERS!

One of the Best Deals in B.G.
A N\<5HT TO BOOGIE:
....BeeR orchard

WEDNESDAY 18

$ DOLLAR DAY $

THURSDAY

MAY 23
UNION BAllROOM

CHEESEBURGER PLATTER

Call - Mon.-Fri. 12:00-6:00
Sat. 12:00-4:00

352-1195

and (ka;^
H pound freshly ground pure beef,
• slice of mellow cheese,
on toasted sesame bun, trench fnes and
cole slaw, and the real thing. Coke

i

$1.00

•
25< a Pound
Wed. (May 22) & Thurs. (May 23rd)

Reg. «1.55
Save 55'
300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ONLY
WEDNESDAY
MAY 22
ALL DAY

OLD
STOCK
SALE
FOR SOME HEAVY READING BUY THESE BOOKS. BY/FIHE POUND
University Bookstore

i

Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 9-5

.-»»»<<«■»■%«.■'

-

Dan Garfield

Lax tourney-only for the East?
There will not be any postseason tournament action for
the undefeated Falcon stickers.
The NCAA selection committee met two weeks ago and
voted to send the eight teams in the University Division I
poll to the national playoffs
All eight teams represent a tiny portion ol the United
States known as the East
What a midwestern rip-off
IF THERE was ever a time when the Midwest deserved a
shot at national recognition, it was this year Instead, the
NCAA wanted to latten their pocket books with gate receipts
rather than stage a national event
The NCAA committee is an unique group of individuals
It's dominated by the East and is a cross between high-class
colonial executives and crab-eating Marylanders Only one
of the 12 committee members is from the Midwest
Don t get me wrong The East has the best lacrosse
overall in America There is more money pumped into its
programs and the competition is tough Hut why should the
East thumb its nose at the Midwest including BG's team,
which is one ot only two unbeaten lacrosse teams in the
country and the main lax power west ol the Allegheny
Mountains'
BG's main argument is that it deserves to represent the
rest'' of the country in a national tourney

How can the NCAA stage a national championship tournament when only the East is invited''
LETTERS from many of BG's administrators were sent
to the NCAA selectimn committee The committee listened
to the pleas-with their hearing aids turned off
Is the NCAA trying to strangle Midwest lacrosse'' Falcon
Athletic Director Dick Young said he thinks so
if the NCAA keeps staging the tournament the way it
has I think Midwest lacrosse could be strangled.'' Young
said "Lacrosse out here is in jeopardy if we have to go to
the East for recognition.'

have the opportunity to be the Cinderella'' team in the
NCAA tourney.
I don't think you can call BG a Cinderella" team The
undefeated Falcons have yet to challenge a so-called
"tough" team which has made it to the tourney. The
Falcons need a chance to prove themselves and the NCAA
refuses to budge to our plea.
Mickey Cochrane is not terribly irate over the tournament
situation Earlier this season, he said, "Realistically. I don't
think we can expect a bid from the NCAA."
The lax mentor had said the key to receiving a national bid
would come by scheduling and defeating national powers

"FIRST, you have to come up with a team that is representative." Cochrane said earlier this month. "We think we
have done that
"Second, you have to sell the schools (national powers I
that there is value in playing Bowling Green."
I believe Cochrane holds the key that could open the
prestigious door to national recognition. As head coach of
the South squad in this year's lacrosse All-Star classic. June
8. in Atlanta. Ga . Cochrane should voice the problems
concerning the NCAA tournament to the "Eastern lacrosse
establishment."
Maybe they will listen for a change

Young added that championships are too provincial, and if
the NCAA wants to grow, it will have to include the
Midwest
You can't call it a national tournament when
none of the teams are west of the Allegheny Mountains.'
Young said
YOUNG ALSO said that BG's major Division I classi
fication in football and other major sports hinders the
Falcons chances of ever going to a post-season lax tourney
He said the Falcon lacrosse team is at a disadvantage being
in .1 section of the country where powerful lacrosse teams
are not prevalent
The Falcon athletic director explained that BO should
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Haas a one-man show
as diamondmen sweep
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
Falcon shortstop GaryHaas certainly has I flair
for the dramatic
The BG diamondmen (30141 took a pair ol 2-1 games
from Wayne Stale yesterday
at Warren E Steiler Field
as Haas delivered the game
winning hit in both
encounters
The doubleheader was the last college
career appearance for the
shortstop and he gave the
local fans a performance
that typified his four years
in a BG umlorm
In the initial contest, the
pitching of the Falcons
Mike Frilling and WSV'l
Greg Boos highlighted the
first six innings

THE BG diamondmen
could.only manage one run
in that span The solo tally
came in the tifth inning
when lettlielder Dick Selgo
singled in Haas trom second
base
With the score deadlocked
at II in the bottom of the
seventh. Haas strolled up to
the plate and parked a home
run over the leltfield lence
to insure the BG triumph
If fans were wondering
why the talented Falcon
shortstop had a big grin on
his lace when he crossed Uw
plate, a look at the stat
sheets would have told the
story
The blast was the lirst one
of Haas career at Warren
E Steiler Field and only the

second round-tripper ol his
career
The Bti infielder. who is
normally a singles hitter
said later thai he was
looking lor a big hit
I was trying to go lor it
la big hit'.' said the BG
veteran 1 wanted to hit the
ball hard because link
i Selgo i was up behind me
But I really was not going
for a home run
Frilling picked up his filth
win on the hill as he tossed a
line three-hitler
Dale
Swiger had two hits tor the
Falcons in Ihsg.tme
The second encounter was
a marathon affair that went
11 innings and lasted almost
three hours Squaring oil on
the mound were the
Falcons' Mike Hale and

Lady golfers dethroned
as OSU wins state title
By l.aun Leach
Stall Writer
Ohio State s women
goiters
dethroned
the
Falcons Horn their Uatl
championship position last
weekend
The BG women, who took
the 1973 state title, finished
fourth overall as they hosted
the Falcon Women's Golt
Invitational
They
were
second among Ohio schools
Michigan State placed
first with a 690 total. Ohio
State was second with 697
Central Michigan was third
with 707. BG had 714 and
DePauw finished last with
892

In the championship
Might. Hi, s I'eg Gibbons
placed sixth with rounds ol
84 and 86 tor a ITU total
Placing ahead ol Gibbons
were Mount St Joseph s Jan
Fessel lit)), Wittenberg's
Kali Hi-.', ml/ il66>. Ohio
Stale s Nancy Groves 1167'.
Michigan States Manono
Beanier 169' and Central
State s Kay Chomic I 691
Michigan States Cindy
Vollmar defeated teammate
Denise Hunyadi in a suddendeath playoff to secure first
place in the first flight
Bowling Greens Ann
Gillig had a 203 which was
good for the runner-up spot
in
the second
night

Women's lacrosse
In last weekend's Midwest
Women's Lacrosse Conference Tournament held at
Ohio Wesleyan University
Bowling Greens women
stickers won two matches,
lost one. and placed two
team members on the
Midwest II team
Laxers Ginny McGee and
Denise Nearhoot qualified
for the National Women's
Lacrosse Tournament which
will be held this weekend at
Georgetown University in
Pennsylvania
They will
play on the Midwest II team
- Nearhoot placed as a left
defensive wing while McGee
placed as a result of her

DePauw s Cindy Simpson
was the winner with a 196
total
Other scores lor the
Falcons were Patty Santor
1178' Chris Sharpe 11811.
Lindy Bastel . 185 >. Carol
Sommerville < 189•. Lynn
Murnan
i 1981, (arid
Schneider
I20|I.
Betsy
Slrasser .2031. Betsy
llcndlcldt i209i. Sue Staiger
I222I. Mary Gardner 1230'
and Deb Slatterv (249i

third
place
individual
ranking
BG's lacrosse team lost
its first match to Earlham.
5-2 Holly Spittler and Karen
Kaul scored the two goals
for the Falcons
In their second match, the
Falcons shut out Michigan
State while goalie Patti
Follansbee dellected 12
shots in a 6-0 BG romp
McGee scored five goals
while Spittler garnered the
remaining tally
McGee again was the
leading scorer in a 7-2 rout
of Ohio University, scoring
four goals. Mary Schlanger
scored two goals and Kaul
tallied one

Wayne Stale's Doug Burke
Alter Hale gave up an
unearned run in the first
frame, he held the WS1
crew scoreless for seven
more innings bclorc being
relieved by Kip Young In
the
meantime.
Dave
Wellman doubled in Dale
Swiger lei the only BG tally
to send the game into extra
innings
YOUNGS CURVE ball
was hooking sharply and two
Wayne State players were
ejected from the game [or
bitterly disputing called
third strikes
The pressure mounted in
each extra traine. but the
Falcons loaded the bases in
the llth inning Up to the
plate marched Haas In his
last batting appearance lor
BG. he delivered a single 10
drive in the winning tally
Young garnered his 10th
win of the campaign to set a
new single season school
record
for
pitching
victories The old mark was
seven triumphs
Haas smacked five hits in
eight official tups to the
plate in the two games while
managing to turn in his
usual detensive show at
shortstop

Straddle

Freshman mMeUe LM Murphy ktW* «*i fo th. boa ■aiptH pttmtin font twt
defememon in a pom* •OHMT mfc niin. Nr Murphy and Ms uneWnratad
itommotti. than won't ba any peet-eaaaan tavrnoment ocfian tinea the
NCAA cheee only the tap eight teams in the lost notional pel. The Fattens
were ranked 14th nationally at the HIM ef the tournament selections, ana
point behind Army. (Newsphate by Jeeeph Gikk)

Indy car owners file suit
INDIANAPOLIS lAPi
Sun was filed yesterday
seeking
to
open
qualifications tor the May 26
Indianapolis 500 mile auto
race
The sun was tiled on
behall ol car owners who
Claim UW) were denied a
chance at the 33-car held
Indianapolis
allornev
Donald Tabbert said that
Without
attempting
to
summarize the suit, they are
requesting an immediate
healing with the principal
thrust thai qualification! be
reopened so that our clients
have the opportunity to have
one attempt at qualifying
which is all they've ever
sought
Sun was tiled in Marion
County Superior Court
Tabbert
and attorney
Wright HugUSJr announced
plans for the legal action
Monday, after a stormy
session with track Officials
and other car owners.
Speedway
officials
refused to extend the
deadline and subsequently
turned
down
further
requests lor a reopening ol
tune trials

LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS
NOW HAS
A
FULL STOCK OF

ADIDAS SPORTS SHOES

TABBERT said Tuesday
"We re asking for an
immediate
hearing
to
reopen qualifications We
still want at least one
qualifying attempt lor each
ol the cars involved."
He added that no time had
been set lor the hearing but
suggested it should come
before the track reopens
tomorrow for what are
known as
carburetion
runs
The
three-hour
period

tomorrow allows the 33
starters time on the2'j-mile
oval to check tire wear and.
this year, the important
matter of fuel consumption
Named in the suit, filed
just before noon, were the
Indianapolis
Motor
Speedway and the United
States Auto Club, which
sanctions ths race They
were the only detendants
Were asking that the
defendants be temporarily
enjoined hum running the

race, or from further
activity, until the suit has
been settled." Tabbert said
The only official available
Chief Steward Tom Binford.
said
We II abide by
whatever the court says."
But he added "The rules
as we interpret them, do not
allow us to reopen qualifications or to add a 12th row
to the field, as they
proposed We'll just have to
depend on the judge to
decide "

Sanitary Dry Cleaners
DON'T TAKE YOUR WINTER CLOTHES HOME
Store them with us over the summer only $2.95 plus
cleaning charges. Pay nothing till Fall. Everything stored on
wooden hangers in our air conditioned vault. Everything insured of course.

Quick Clean
across from Harshman

353-4494

POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPT.
TIMELY COURSES,
FALL 1974
Political Science 304 — American Political Thought (4)
The focus of this course will be on the ideological foundations of American democracy A critical
analysis of such central concepts as individualism, nationalism, mutualism, and participatory
democracy Readings will extend from the philosophical beginnings in the Enlightenment to the New
Left and Libertarian movements of today W Reichert. 11 am MTRF

112 SOUTH MAIN

%0
Monday - Friday
11 30 to 1 30 PM

335. Ecopolitics (4)

GET INVOLVED
SIGN UP FOR

ALL STUDENT COURTS
405 Student Activities
Student Services Bldg.
"Across from tht tootbtll
stadium"

Tomorrow Is Last Day!

The focus is on energy The questions are: How much will energy cost' Will there be a scramble for
the world's resources and a widening gap between the "have's" and "have nots"' What about non-fossil
fuels? And. what are the environmental costs? No prerequisite J. Mernam 7:30-9:30 p.m. TR

341. Public 0pinion(4)
How does public opinion influence government, who controls public opinion formation and change,
what role does public opinion play in a democracy? J Franklin. 3 • 5 Tu. 1 ■ 3 Thurs.

361. Governments and Politics of the Middle East (4)
What changes are taking place m the conflict-ridden but oil-rich Middle East' Are new bases for
nationalism developing in Egypt. Israel, Iran, Turkey, among the Palestinians? How will oil revenues
foster a new middle and what will its effect be on the political process? No prerequisite K. Mernam 1 ■
3MW

Political Science 477. Inter-American Relations (4)
The course wiH focus on the United States economic and political influence in Latin America. Topics
to be covered include U.S. governmental role in the fall of Salvador Allende of Chili. ITT's role in Chile:
Cuban-US relations; Brazilian US relations: Peruvian-US relations R. Anderson 10-12 T&F

»/

